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Method andApparatusfor Providing Controlled Access to Software Objects and Associated

Documents

Background

The invention generally relates to methods and systems for retaining software objects and

associated documents and, more particularly, to a method and apparatus for providing controlled

access to shared objects and documents in a database among approved users by individually

defining the scope of their access to the data contained therein.

Most business entities have a perpetual need to exchange data among other business

entities. Manufacturers, for example, have a constant need to interchange their product data

among their business partners in order to keep production flowing efficiently. As business

arrangements become more complex, it becomes important to carefially organize data that is

shared among business partners. This becomes important as manufacturers are now outsourcing

more and more products, fiirther depending on outside business partners.

To compUcate matters fiirther, these business partners often exchange information

electronically on different and incompatible formats. As a result, many businesses resolve this

problem by actually exchanging paper documents among themselves. This of course seems

absurd in light ofmodem day advancements in computer technology. However, most businesses

that focus on producing products will not easily change their business practices at the

administration level in fear of inhibiting their product flow. In order to gain acceptance by

businessmen, any new method of exchanging data needs to be simple, easy to implement and

virtually error firee.
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One approach is to employ an electronic data interchange("EDI"). An EDI is typically

established between two businesses or entities to securely exchange data. The problem with this

method is that it is limited to two parties. This is not helpful for diverse business relationships

having multiple partners. This makes it difficult to share information, especially when multiple

partners contribute information among a complex supply chain of component parts. In the end,

the host of the information being used in the supply chain must dictate how the information is

distributed by estabUshing certain business relationships. For example, an original equipment

manufacturer (OEM) can contract to a multitude of contract equipment manufacturing (CEM)

companies which collaborate to develop a product, subcontracting component parts to different

companies. These relationships can form a complex chain ofbusiness agreements that require

information to be passed among the companies according to the individual agreements.

Typically, the OEM governs how the business chain is set up among the multiple partners and

dictates how information is passed among the business partners. It can also be the case,

however, that information emanates from another part of the supply chain, such as a CEM, which

may develop a component part, the design ofwhich other partners depend upon for their

development. In such situations, information pertaining to the product and its individual parts

must flow among the partners in a tightly regulated manner, limiting access to certain

confidential information to particular partners. AccompUshing this electronically is very

difficult, since the individual partners must exchange information among themselves while

maintaining each other's trade secrets and confidential information.

Therefore, there is a need for a method and apparatus that can centralize information,

maintain trade secrets and confidentiaUty among business partners and allow access to certain

information according to estabUshed business relationships in an organized and useful manner.
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Such a product would obviate the need for complex individual agreements between business

partners that prescribe the sharing of trade secrets and confidential information. As discussed

below, the invention accomplishes this is a unique and elegant manner.

Summary ofthe Invention

The invention provides a database system for storing and providing controlled access to

objects and associated documents by multiple users according to predetermined privileges set by

the owner, or host, of the stored information. Individual users, or guests, can be given access to

the objects, its attributes and associated documents as determined by the host ofthe information.

The host of the information can set up access privileges based on any type of relationship. This

is particularly useful in complex business relationships between a host and a plurality of users,

both ofwhich may be sensitive about their trade secrets and other confidential information.

In operation, after given an access identification, a user can access the database system

and request access to an object. The system then retrieves information pertaining to the

individual user's privilege criteria and determines which information contained in the database

may be accessed by the requestor. The system then filters the information including objects,

their attributes and associated documents according to the privilege information and gives the

user limited access to the information. The requested and approved information can then be sent

to the requestor ofthe information. This could also be displayed to the user as a document file

having a redacted document, blocking out the infomiation that the user is not privileged to see.

Access to objects and associated documents can also be limited to read-only privileges.

It can be limited even further to read-only privileges to particular objects, their attributes,

associated documents and other information. Privileges could be limited to viewing the object
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itself, to viewing only certain attributes of an object and to view only certain attached

documents. Privileges could also be expanded to modification privileges. With modification

privileges, a user can modify the data to which it has access by either adding or deleting

information and attaching or removing other documents associated with the objects. This

5 enables a type of data exchange between the host and other privileged users.

BriefDescription ofthe Drawings

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a system for providing storage and controlled access to

information in accordance with the invention;

Figure 2 is a block diagram of a host computer in accordance with the invention;

. 131 0 Figure 3 is a block diagram of a guest compxxter in accordance with the invention;

111 Figure 4 is a block diagram of an Information Retention System in accordance with the

invention;

!H Figure 5 is a block diagram ilhistrating the hierarchy of a business arrangement ofthe

type with which the invention may be employed;

15 Figure 6 is a VEN diagram illustrating an example of the different access privileges of

business partners shown in Figure 5 in accordance with the invention;

Figures 7A and 7B is a block diagram of a business system employing the invention;

Figure 8 is a flow diagram illustrating a method in accordance with the invention; and

Figure 9 is a sample of a disk drive whereon digital data such as software is stored.
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Detailed Description ofthe Invention

The invention is directed to a system and method for retaining information in the form of

objects and documents in a database and for providing controlled access to the information by

multiple users according to predetermined privileges set by the owner of the information, or host.

Examples are described below that pertain to the exchange of information while producing a

component part for a manufacturer. It will be appreciated, however, that this is illustrative of

only one utility of the invention, and that the invention has greater appHcability. Unlike devices

in the prior art, the invention allows access by multiple users, or guests, of individual objects and

associated documents stored in the system. Also unlike the prior art, the invention provides the

ability to control the access by particular users according to predetermined privilege criteria,

including reading and modifying information. This criteria can be set according to one or a

number ofbusiness agreements among business partners for handling privileged and confidential

information during the course of business. The invention is particularly useful in helping entities

such as original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and contract equipment manufacturers

(CEMs) share information when producing products and component parts throughout a product

supply chain.

Referring to Figxire 1, the invention provides a information management system 100 for

use over a network 126 so that information can be transferred among multiple users. The system

100 includes a host system 102 having a host computer 104 for processing digital data

information. The host system 102 further includes a monitor 106 having a graphical user

interface (GUI) 108 to display infomiation. Computer 104 includes a CPU 1 10 for receiving and

processing information received by host system 102 and processed within the host computer 104.

The CPU is connected to persistent storage 1 12, such as random access memory (RAM),
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dynamic read only memory (DRAM), static read only memory (SRAM) and other types of

memory devices, which may store one or more software appUcations that may be loaded into

memory 114 and executed by the CPU. The host computer further includes a host database

privilege appUcation 1 16 stored in memory 114 and configured to establish and manage a host

5 database account containing host information. This is discussed in further detail below.

The host computer 104 may be any one of a number ofpersonal computers configured to

execute software code. It can be operated by a user via mouse 1 18 manipulating a cursor (not

shown) and a keyboard 120 for inputting data. The host computer fiirther includes a modem 122

connected via a communication link 124 to network 126 for communication among other

1 0 network numbers. Communication link 124 can be any one of a number of communication links

including a telephone line, wireless communication device or a common networked computer

system. Network 126 may be any one of a number ofnetwork systems including a telephone

system, a cellular network system or a local area network (LAN) system for exchanging and

transferring information.

1 5 The host system may be affihated with a host internet service provider (ISP) that

communicates with network 126 for sending and receiving information via the Intemet. Host

ISP 128 fiirther includes a modem for transferring information between the network 126 and

Host ISP 128. CPU 132 controls the fiinctions within the host ISP by executing software

applications 136 stored in memory 134. Primarily, the purpose ofthe host ISP is to allow the

20 host computer 1 04 to communicate via the Intemet with other computers.

A information retention system 138, also connected to network 126, is configured to

retain and store objects and associated documents and information and provide controlled access
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to information by multiple users. It is accessible by users on the network system 126 that have

access privileges. The information is stored in the application database 144 ofthe system may

be organized by data objects that represent the information contained therein. For example, if a

component part of a product is to be represented in the database, the object may be identified by

5 the part number or other identification and could contain attributes that define or describe

information relevant to the part. Generally, objects Unk together different types of information

such as attributes and related documents. Objects can be of different types such as field types,

which may describe an item such as a component part, links that associate an object with other

objects or documents and other types that are helpfiil in describing or defining an object or

PlO related information. Objects may be organized in sets of objects that are related by common

J attributes or some other affihation. Ifproperly defined, objects can be very helpfiil in identifying

IIJl
related information in a logical manner. For example, a component part could have associated

with it an object identifying the part, as well as other objects that describe the part in the context

13 ofthe final product. The part could also have affiUated with it a bill ofmaterial (BOM), a

liJlS change order, and other files relevant to the part or the final product.

iB According to the invention, each object may contain associated attributes that define or

describe the object or the subject matter to which it pertains. Other attributes match or link other

information to the object. For example, a component part may have associated with it a part

object, a BOM, change orders, a text document, specification drawings, and other attributes. The

20 part object could describe or define basic characteristics of the part such as part number, color,

size, type, etc. A BOM could describe different fields that a typical bill of materials may have

such as price, quantity, find number, cross references etc. The BOM may also include links to

other objects that pertain to related information relevant to the individual information fields
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within the BOM. Change orders can include any proposed changes to earlier versions ofthe part

and may even include a history of changes. A text document may be attached to the object to

include any textual materials relevant to the part or its manufacture. A graphics drawing could

also be included with the part object to provide graphical representations of the part, the final

5 product, or any other useful visual aide. Other attributes may be included in the object to help

provide information relevant to the part. The invention allows controlled access to theses objects

and their related attributes by guest users having certain privileges. Different levels of access

may be established for a given user according to a host's predetermined criteria. An object could

even be made invisible to a guest user. Furthermore, a host may allow a guest user to access and

Ol 0 modify any of these objects or related attributes according to the specified privilege criteria set

% up by the host.
j[ ||

J Jf The retention system inchides an appUcation server 140 for processing information and

maintaining objects and associated documents within the system. The retention system further

5 inchides a database manager 142 configured to control ^plication database 144, The application

|iJ15 data base contains objects and associated documents to be accessed by users connected to

network 126. The system further includes a modem 146 to connect the system with network 126

via communication link 148, similar to the communication link 124 discussed above.

ISP 150 communicates with network 126 and performs similar functions as the host ISP

128 discussed above. In fact, it could very well be the same ISP utilized by the host, serving

20 multiple users on network 126. The purpose of the ISP is to allow the transfer ofinformation

between the retention system 138 and users having access to the Internet.
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System 100 further includes guest system 152. The guest computer system includes at

least one guest computer 154 and a monitor 156 having a GUI 158 for viewing information.

Guest computer 154 also includes a mouse 160 and a keyboard 162, both for inputting data from

a user. The guest computer further includes a CPU 164 for controUing internal functions of the

5 guest computer. The CPU is connected to persistent storage 166 for storing computer programs

to be executed by the CPU. The guest computer further includes memory 168 having a guest

database privilege application 170 configured to access information stored in retention system

1 38 when the computer program code is executed by the CPU 164, The guest computer further

includes a modem 171 for communicating with network 126 via a communication link 172

10 similar to communication links 124, 148 discussed above. System 100 further includes guest ISP

174 communicating with network 126 to provide ISP services to guest computer system 152

similar to ISPs 128, 150 discussed above.

In accordance with the invention, system 100 operates to provide information stored in

retention system 138 to be accessed by multiple users connected to Network 126. Host

15 system 102 is an "owner" of the information stored in appUcation data base 144 including the

objects and their attributes, associated links to other objects and any attached or otherwise

associated documents. It controls the access privilege criteria that allows a guest user operating

guest system 152 to information owned by host system 102. For example, ifthe host system

were an OEM, it would be a producer ofproducts developed under certain product technical

20 specifications, cost limitations and other product specifications. Typically, an OEM would have

multiple OEMs providing component parts for the OEM's products. These CEMs would need

certain information for producing their component parts, but would not need all of the

information pertaining to the OEMs final product. The system 100 allows an OEM having a host
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system 102 to set up objects in application data base 144 located in the retention system 138.

The OEM, now a host, can allow controlled access to a objects and associated documents

pertaining to a product so that certain CEMs, now guests, to only see the information that they

need to conduct business, not all the information pertaining to the OEM's product.

As a more specific example, if a computer manufacturer, an OEM and a host, were

contracting with a keyboard manufacturer, a CEM and a guest, to build keyboards, it would want

to limit the keyboard producer to information or specifications pertaining to the keyboard, e.g.,

its physical and electrical connection with the computer. The keyboard manufacturer would not

necessarily need to know all of the information pertaining to other unrelated component parts,

such as modems or memory. Furthermore, the computer manufacturer may also be contracting

with other keyboard manufacturers to produce similar products having different specifications,

prices, etc. The computer manufacturer would not want the first keyboard manufacturer to see

pricing information and other information that may be sensitive to the OEM or to the keyboard

manufacturer's competitors. In fact, it may not even want the competitors to know whether each

other exists. To this end, the invention provides for a method for the computer manufacturer to

set up objects and associated documents pertaining to the computer product and to give its

suppliers and component manufacturers access to the information they need, without giving them

access to information that the computer manufacturer wants and may be required to keep

confidential. All tiiis, and system further allows easy transfer ofthe information through

network 126.

Figure 2 illustrates a more detailed block diagram of host computer 102 firom Figure 1.

Memory 1 14 contains the Host Data Base Privilege AppUcation 116. Application 1 16 contains

computer readable code which CPU 1 10 can execute when a host user is accessing objects and
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associated documents contained in the application data base 144 ofthe retention system 138. It

also facilitates a host user in setting up objects having objects and associated documents in

application data base 144 and establishing privilege criteria for guest users.

A set host privileges apphcation 200 stored in the memory may contain code that is

5 executable by CPU 1 10 for performing functions that allow a host user to estabUsh an object or

set of objects in apphcation data base 144 and set privilege criteria for particular guest users.

Within apphcation 200 is set user identification (ID) code 202 that may allow a host user to

identify a guest user to which it wishes to give access to the host's information. Set User

Privilege code 204 is also included in application 200 for estabhshing the controls to which a

10 host user wishes to impose upon a guest user in accessing the host's information. Witliin setting

the user privilege, the set user privilege may include Read-Only code 206. This limits a guest

user to read-only privileges on information including objects and associated documents. Without

more, a user can only read an object to which it has access and not modify any information.

Within the read-only code, a host user further has the ability to limit sections of data contained in

15 the object. For example, in the computer manufacturer example above, the computer

manufacturer may not want CEMs that are competing and producing similar products to see each

other's pricing information. The computer manufacturer, the host, can set up each of the CEMs

privilege criteria so that each CEM will only see its own pricing information and not other

competitors pricing information. For example, a guest user could be viewing aBOM that is

20 associated with the product that has attributes redacted that pertain to the pricing information of

competitors. Thus, the controlled access to the object allows a host to arrange the supply of

products from multiple vendors at different prices, to give them access to the document and to

maintain the confidentiality of sensitive information.
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Also within the set user privilege code is Read and Modify code 208. This gives the

option for a host to give read access as discussed above and also allow a guest user to modify

information, including objects, their attributes and associated documents, to which it has

privileged access. This would estabhsh a useM communication hnk between the host user and

guest user and allow them to modify certain information pertaining to the product in question.

Also, within the ability to modify, a host user can give a guest user the ability to add as well as

delete information. This can be very usefdl as the development of a product proceeds and

changes in product information and specifications are needed.

It is also conceivable that a host user may also act as a guest user in the normal course of

business, where manufacturers may be buying products from each other. Each user would then

want to set up their information including individual objects and associated documents,

controlling access to guest users. Therefore, a guest privilege appUcation 210 is included in the

host computer 102 to give a host the ability to be a guest user. Included in the guest privileges

code is a guest ID 212 that identifies the host user as a guest user when acting as a guest. Also

included in the guest privileges code is read application code 214, which includes software code

that allows a guest user to read an object or other information stored in appUcation data

base 144. The guest privileges code also includes modify application code 216 that gives the

host user guest privileges to modify an object or other information owned by another host ifthe

host computer 102 is given the appropriate guest privileges.

Host computer 102 also includes Host Viewer Application Code 220 stored in

memory 114 that includes applications for viewing different attachments that may be attached to

an object and stored in apphcation data base 144. These applications may include a spreadsheet,

for example Microsoft Excel™ 222, a computer automated design (CAD) apphcation 224, such
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as AutoCad ™, for reading CAD drawings and a word processing application 226 for reading text

from a document. Other applications 228 may also be stored in memory 1 14 for performing

other functions.

In operation, host computer 102, under control ofthe CPU 110, loads one or more ofthe

apphcations from memory 1 14 into host cache memory 230 and executes the code. Some ofthe

appUcation code may be stored in persistent storage 1 12, where such code is frequently used by

the CPU 110. The CPU then executes the code to access objects and associated documents in a

information retention system 138. Further details of the execution ofthe data base code is

discussed below.

The Host Database Privilege Application 1 16 can be implemented using methods well

known to those skilled in the art. The application is created using computer code that is

executable by CPU 1 10. A host user can operate the host system 102, Figure 1, by inputting data

into the mouse 1 18 and keyboard 120 to engage the Host Database Privilege Apphcation 1 16. A

host user can access the internet with the computer 104 via modem 122. Using the intemet

service provider, the host user can access a website to set host privileges and to perform guest

privileges when the host is acting as a guest accessing another host's object or associated

document. Using the application programs stored in the memory 114, the host user can set a user

ID when interfacing with the website by associating an electronic or digital identification with a

user to identify it as a guest having access privileges to a host object or associated document.

As discussed in more detail below, host object contain attributes divided up into groups

and having separate privileges associated with the individual objects and to documents

associated with the objects. The host user can give access to a guest user by associating the
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guest user's ID with particular objects. Then, when the guest user accesses the object, it will

have access to the attributes, associated documents and other data as defined by the host in

association with the guest user's identification. The host user can further establish different

levels of privilege to any particular guest user. For example, a host user can limit a guest user's

access to merely reading an object or other information, not modifying. If it wishes, the host can

further control the access of a guest user by allowing a user to modify the object or associated

information by adding data. A guest user can further have privileges to delete data and also

attach documents.

In another embodiment ofthe invention, a host can set the privileges of a guest user by

establishing levels of access, sort of like security clearances for different levels of information

and privilege. For example, a host could estabUsh levels of access 1-10, where 1 is a low level of

access and 10 is full access privileges including reading and modifying the entire object or set of

objects. Level 1 could be read only access for certain mfonnation, perhaps even pubUcly

available information. Level 1 could give insight into certain component parts and their

specifications for access by certain vendors. Level 3 could be pricing information and Level 4

could include competitor rates. A host user could set it up so that a guest user that has access to

level 3 also has level to all lower levels of privileged information. A host could also set the

privileges so that each level 1-10 is a different combination and permutation of reading certain

groups of data, adding data into certain groups and deleting data from certain groups as

specifically defined by the host.

Figure 3 illustrates a guest computer 152 that may be operated by a guest user in

accessing objects and associated documents in appUcation data base 144. Guest computer 152

includes guest privileges code 300 may be similar to the host's guest privileges code 210
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(Figure 2). Guest privileges code 300 includes a Guest ID 302 that identifies the guest when

attempting to access a host object stored in data base 144. Guest privileges code further includes

read apphcation code 304 and modify appHcation 306, again, similar to the read application

code 214 and modify application code 216 contained in host computer 104 (Figure 2). The

5 operation of guest privileges 300 is discussed in further detail below. Also included in guest

computer 152 are viewer apphcations code 308 which may include a spreadsheet such as

Excel™ 310, CAD 3 12 and word processing code 314. Again, these may be similar to the

viewer apphcations found in the host computer 104 and may be implemented in ways well

known to those skilled in the art. Other applications 316 that pertain to document access are also

I3l 0 included in memory 1 68.

Q Still referring to Figure 3, m operation, when a guest user wishes to access objects and

!i associated documents located in apphcation database 144, CPU 164 loads guest privileges code

f 300 into guest cache memory 318. The CPU then executes the code to gain privilege to the

Jo requested privileged information. Some of the code may also be stored in persistent storage 166

IaJ 1 5 when it is frequently utilized. Guest computer 1 52 further inchides modem 1 7 1 that

€i communicates with network 126 to transfer information pertaming to accessing objects and

associated documents in the retention system 138. Further operational details of the guest

computer 152 are discussed below.

The Guest Database Privilege Application 170 can be implemented using methods well

20 known to those skilled in the art. The application 170 is created using digital software code that

is executable by the CPU 164. The CPU executes the Guest Database Privilege Application 170

in response to the guest user inputting data from the mouse 160 and the keyboard 162. As

discussed above, the Guest ID code 302 is software code executable by the CPU to attach to a
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request an electronic or digital identification that identifies a guest user. The guest user will have

an ID if it has been identified by a host to have privileges to access a certain objects. This guest

ID is attached to a request sent by the guest user to the Information Retention System 138 and is

extracted by the retention system to verify the guest user's privileges in viewing the requested

5 information. The privileges are defined by the host in setting up the guest user's ID and are

retrieved by the retention system when the request is received by the guest user. Once the guest

user is verified, i.e., the guest user ID is matched with the proper privileges set by the host, the

information associated with an object is made accessible to the guest user according to its

privileges.

1 0 Once the Guest has access to an object, the Read Application Code 304 may be executed

by the CPU to access the object to read its contents. Viewer AppUcations Code 308 can be used

to view the contents ofattached documents in the manner prescribed by the document

application whether the document has text (word processing code 314), drawings (CAD code

312) or categorized information such as numbers for a spreadsheet (spreadsheet code 310). The

15 same viewer applications may be used for modifying the document when using the modify code

306. The document may be modified using these applications. But, a guest user may be limited

to viewing the document when the privileges to modify the document are defined by the host of

the document. The privilege may be further defmed to allow the guest user to change the

document information by adding or deleting information.

20 Figure 4 illusti-ates a Information Retention System 138 in accordance with the invention.

The system includes an appUcation server 140 connected to network 126 and configured to

marshal information among the Information Retention System 138, host computer 104 and guest

computer 154 via network 126. Application server 140 includes a CPU 400 for executing code
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stored in a memory 406 and for controlling the operations of an application server 140. The

CPU is connected to a cache memory 402 for loading executable code from memory 406 to be

later executed by the CPU. The server further may include persistent storage 404, similar to the

persistent storage 1 12 discussed above, for storing certain application code that is frequently

5 accessed by the CPU. Memory 406 contains privileged appUcation code 408 that governs the

estabUshment of the host/guest relationship using appUcation code 410 and set Guest User

Privilege Code 412. The Host/Guest AppUcation Code 410 includes executable software code

that governs the estabUshment of an object and any associated documents in database 1 14 as well

as the actual access of objects and associated documents stored in files in database 144. When a

10 guest user wishes to access an object or associated document in database 144, CPU 400 loads the

host/guest application code into cache memory 402 and executes the code to begin the access

process. Set User Privilege Code 412 is loaded into cache memory 402 and executed by the

CPU when a host wishes to estabUsh privilege criteria for a particular guest user. Included are

Set ID code 414 for estabUshing identification of a guest user and Set Privilege Code 420 for

15 estabUshing the privilege criteria. Establishing the privilege criteria includes Read Code 422 and

Modify Code 424. The modify code includes code that aUows a host user to estabUsh whether a

guest user can change 426 or add 428 information within an object loaded in database 144.

Further details ofthe operation ofthe objects and the Information Retention System and the

interaction with the host and guest computers is discussed in further detail below in connection

20 with Figure 8.

The privilege appUcation 408 can be implemented using methods well known to those

skilled in the art. The appUcation is made up of digital software code that is executable by the

CPU 400. When a request is received by a guest user or if other commands are received by a
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host to set up or modify an object and any documents and other information associated with the

object, the CPU executes the proper code from the privilege application code 408 to perform the

appropriate functions.

When a host user wishes to set up an object or set of objects and include any associated

documents, it sends commands indicating as such using its Host Database Privilege Apphcation

116 to the retention system 138, This is accompUshed by the host user sending commands to the

host computer 104 using the mouse and the keyboard, indicating that it wants to set up an object.

The host computer then executes the Set Host Privilege Application 1 16 in the host CPU 1 10,

which sends commands to the Information Retention System 138 to interpret the commands and

to set up an object or other information in the retention system. The retention system then loads

the privilege apphcation 408 into the cache memory 402, and it is subsequently executed by the

CPU in setting up the document. The Host/Guest Application 410 is loaded and executed when

a host wants to set up an object or other information. The retention system sets up the docximent

according to the host's document criteria, data and privilege information. As the host sends

information for use in an object or other information, the retention system, in executing the Host

Guest Application, organizes the information according to individual groups of data, ofwhich

privileges are attached. This information may include data that is organized in the document as

well as attachments that could be included with the document. The privileges may also be

attached to particular objects to blank-out the objects themselves from access, rendering them

invisible to guest users without privileges to see them. When the user ID is set using the Set ID

code 414, the privileges are also set for each user using the Set Privilege code 420. The privilege

code is loaded into the retention system's cache for the CPU to execute and set privileges for a

guest user or guest users according to the host's commands.
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When a host user wants to set up a guest user ID, identifying a guest user to have access

to an object or other information, the host user inputs data using the mouse and the keyboard,

indicating that it wants to set up an object or other information. The host computer 104 then

sends commands to the Information Retention System 138 by executing the Host Database

Privilege Apphcation code 1 16. In response, the retention system reads the commands and

responds by executing the Privilege Application 408 with the CPU 400. If the host sends

commands to set a guest ID, the Set ID code 414 is loaded into the cache memory 402 and

executed by the CPU. This causes a guest ID to be assigned a host's object. Now, when a guest

user sends a request for access to an object or other information, the system can look up the guest

ID, determine the guest user's privileges to an object or other information, and give the approved

access to the document according to the predetermined privileges.

When the host sends commands to the retention system to set privileges, the Set Privilege

code 420 is sent to the cache and executed by the CPU, setting privileges according to the host's

preferences in the received commands. If the host wishes the guest user to have read privileges,

the Read code 422 is executed by the CPU to give the guest user read privileges in the

document. Ifthe read command is quaUfied, it would limit the guest user to reading only certain

groups of data as defined by privileges. These individual privileges are estabUshed by

identifying the groups of data, objects, associated objects or other information to be matched

with a guest user, and storing a Ust of access codes for each group of information in memory and

associating tiie Ust with the guest user ED. Each attachment may also have an access code

identification associated with, giving the host the ability to control guest user access to the

attachment. The list of codes include the guest user's ID and codes associated with the

privileges that the guest has including read privileges, however quaUfied and modify privileges.
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whether add or delete, again, however quaUfied. These privileges may be in the form of

electronic or digital identifications that distinguish among the individual groups of data. The

ability to set privileges can be developed using software code that is executable by the CPU in a

manner well known to those skilled in the art. On the guest user's list stored in memory, there

5 may be a list of these privileges that define the groups to which the guest user has access. The

list may further include identifications indicating the degree to which the guest user can access

the individual group, such as reading the existing information and adding and deleting

information.

Then, when the guest user sends a request for access to an object or other information, the

!q1 0 retention system processes the request with the CPU by extracting the requestor's guest user ID

Q jfrom the request data stream. The retention system then loads the Host/Guest Application 410

!i into the cache memory 402 and executes it with the CPU 400. The guest user ID is then

f
" retrieved, verified (discussed below) and matched up with the predetermined privilege

iS identifications stored in memory, either in main memory, cache memory, persistent storage, or

5 another location. The retention system may then send a version of the requested obj ect or

associated information, which reveals information in which the guest user has privileged access.

If the guest user has modification privileges, then the version ofthe requested object would

include the ability to modify the information within the document accordingly.

The system 100, Figure 1, is configured to estabUsh a hierarchy of access to documents

20 ovraed by a host and to control access by guest users as defined by the criteria set up by the host.

Referring to Figure 5, a sample of a typical relationship among an OEM and a multitude of

CEMs is illustrated. Referring again to the example of a computer manufacturer having multiple

suppUers, the invention has a very useful appUcation. In the example ofFigure 5, the OEM may
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be the computer manufacturer and CEMs 1-4 may be suppliers. CEM 1 may be a keyboard

manufacturer and CEM 2 may be a competing keyboard manufacturer. CEM 2 receives

component parts of the keyboard from competing suppliers CEM 3 and CEM 4. For this

example, CEM 3 and CEM 4 may produce the internal electronic hardware used to transfer

signals from the keyboard to the OEM's computer. Also for this example, CEM 1 may produce

its own internal keyboard hardware, but may also outsource to CEM 3 to augment its supply.

There are many confidential relationships in this example, which could be supported by software

apphcations developed with the invention. CEM 1 and CEM 2 would not necessarily want to

share their trade secrets and certainly would not want the exchange governed by OEM.

Similarly, CEM 3 and CEM 4 would not want to share trade secrets and other confidential

information pertaining to the products that they supply to CEM 2. Also, since CEM 3 supplies

both CEM 1 and CEM 2, CEM 1 and CEM 2 would not want their trade secrets and confidential

information leaking through CEM 3 or, for that matter, CEM 4. In fact, the OEM may not even

want each of the CEMs to know that each other exists. This is known as the "Discovery

Privilege," which is the abiUty to discover whether the information exists at all, let alone having

any access to it. For example, the invention could be configured such that the CEMs are not

identified, and that each CEM is able to access, view or otherwise, only the information that is

relevant to the mdividual OEM - CEM relationships. Other information could be masked to hide

the existence ofproduct lines, geographical information, and any other information that a

participant deems sensitive. As complicated as this example may seem, real Ufe business

arrangements can become even more complicated. However, utilizing the invention, one single

document can be estabUshed that controls the access by the respective business partners to the

information contained in the document.
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In one embodiment, the OEM can establish an object stored in database 144 and set

privilege access criteria for each of a plurality of third parties, such as its business partners. Of

course, such criteria can be estabhshed by a consensus of the group ofbusiness partners. But, in

the end, it is preferred that one business partner govern the access to the data stored in the

5 database. As an altemative embodiment, the Information Retention System could act as an

escrow to establish access criteria, such as an independent third party that acts under the

direction of a consensus ofbusiness partners. The limits to which this apphcation can be varied

and appUed to different situations are virtually limitless. They may only be limited to the

possibilities established by the business agreements.

13

JilO Referring to Figure 6, a YEN diagram is shown to illustrate and example of the

p possibilities of shared access to a single object or set of objects and associated documents and

H information by the business partners show in the hierarchy ofFigure 5. The different shaded

areas represent the individual portions or groups of information contained in or attached to the

JS object and accessible by the individual business partners. The outer perimeter of the object 600

|ij 15 is the totaUty of mformation suppUed by the OEM in estabhshing the document in database 144.

^iO Both CEM 1 and CEM 2 have separate privileges, 602, 604, respectively, which defme their

individual privileges to information in the total object. The common area 610 illustrates the

information supplied by the OEM that is shared by both CEM 1 and CEM 2. Perhaps, in the

keyboard example, this could represent the specifications ofthe actual keyboard that CEM 1 and

20 CEM 2 would need to produce their component product. The information that is outside area

610 could represent other information pertaining to the business deals between the OEM and

CEM 1 and CEM 2, respectively, such as cost, for example. Figure 6 also illustrates in the

abstract that CEM 1 and CEM 2 have access to less than all ofOEM's product information 611.
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Within the CEM 2 privilege 604, supplier CEM 3 having privilege 606 and CEM 4 having

privilege 608 are within the reahn of the CEM 2 privilege 604. This is realistic since the OEM

would probably want to limit the information that CEM 2 could pass on to its components

suppUers, CEM 3 and CEM 4, who may be supplying the OEM's competitors. Area 616

illustrates the shared information between CEM 3 and CEM 4 much like the information shared

between CEM 1 and CEM 2 is illustrated by area 610. Area 616 could represent the actual

component parts specifications that would be needed by both CEM 3 and CEM 4 to produce the

component part for CEM 2.

As discussed above, CEM 1 has a business relationship with CEM 3 for supplying

component parts. As illustrated in Figure 6, the hatched area 614 represents the information

shared between CEM 1 and CEM 3 according to their respective privileges 602, 606. Also

regarding the CEM 1 and CEM 3 relationship, shaded area 618 illustrates the information that is

shared by CEM 1 and CEM 3, but not shared with CEM 2. This, perhaps, could represent the

pricing information agreed between CEM 1 and CEM 3.

Referring to Figures 7A and 7B, a block diagram illustrating a business relationship

between an OEM and a CEM is given. First, in Figure 7A, an OEM 700 has employed a host

computer system 102 such as that illustrated in Figure 2. The computer system 102 has a

Database Privilege Application 116 stored in its memory (not shown) for accessing data in

Information Retention System 138. In the normal course ofbusiness, information pertainmg to a

product produced by OEM 700 originates at the producing planning and design facility 702.

Within that facility, the product specification and Information System 704, where the product is

developed, produces information pertaining to the product specifications. A component

manufacturer would need this information to produce and supply component parts. Component
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specification and Information System 706 would provide a component part manufacturer with

the information needed to produce the component parts. Accounting information system 708

would supply the economic data governing the cost parameters of any product or component

part. Purchasing Information System 710 provides information further pertaining to the cost of

producing and buying a part and other purchasing information. Procuring Information System

712 provides information pertaining to the procurement of certain parts such as the quantity of

parts already received, the quantity needed and other projections that pertain to procuring

products. This information is fed to the host computer system 102 and disseminated using the

Database Privilege Application 1 16. An object can be stored and maintained in database 144,

which organizes the information in a useful manner. Modem 122 is used by computer system

1 02 to communicate with the Information Retention System 138 via network 126.

Still referring to Figure 7A, a Information Retention System 138 is shown having

application server 140 with memory 406. Within the privilege application 408 is Access Data

AppUcation 714, which governs the access of objects and associated documents and information

stored in database 144 and maintained by OEM 700 using host computer system 102. The

appUcations of a host and guest, 716, 718 are separate and distinct primarily because of the

privileges that each enjoy. The host, for example, has the full range ofprivileges to any object or

associated document that it hosts or owns, allowing it to read, modify and change the document

in any way. Furthermore, the host can establish and re-define privileges allowed to a guest in

any ofthe host's objects. In contrast, the guest only has access capabilities 718 as defined by the

host in setting up any particular object. Therefore, the access to an object or other information is

much more restrictive of guests than it is of a host of the object.
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Referring to Figure 7B, CEM 720 employs guest computer system 152 as illustrated in

Figure 3, which contains database privilege application 170. Similar to the OEM 700 ofFigure

7A, the CEM 720 derives its information from its product planning and design facility 722 when

developing a product or component products. The design facility includes a product

specification information system 724 providing information pertaining to the specifications of

products. Component specifications information system 726 provides information pertaining to

any component part of a product, whether it is a product of the CEM 720 or ofOEM 700.

Accounting information system 728 provides information pertaining to the cost analysis of any

product or component part. Purchasing information system 730 provides information regarding

other economic data pertaining to apart, including the purchase cost ofproducts, component

parts and other materials. Procuring information system 732 provides information pertaming to

the availability ofparts, whether in-house or outside suppliers, as well as other parts needed for

the manufacture ofproducts and component parts. The information from design faciUty 722 is

sent to the guest computer system 152 and ultimately to network 126 using modem 122 to

transfer and receive information between the CEM 720 and hiformation Retention System 138.

As discussed above, these relationships could include multiple CEMs and even multiple OEMs,

fiirther complicating the transfer of information among the business partners. UtiUzing the

invention, all ofthese business partners can share information by allowing certain privileges to

objects and other information stored in database 144. All privileged and confidential information

would be safe, smce the access data application 714 filters all information going from objects to

any guest user and does not allow access to groups ofinformation by those without the proper

privileges.
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Referring to Figure 8, a flow diagram is illustrated to further understand the function of

the information retention system. First, before the system can be utilized, an object and other

associated information must be estabUshed with the information retention system by a host. The

host starts at step 800 by accessing the data retention system, estabUshing an object and related

documents and sendmg information. Once an object and other associated information is

estabUshed, the host may Set the Guest ID 802. Here, the host defines which guest users are

allowed to access an object and other associated information. In the next step 804, the host must

define the privilege access criteria. As discussed above, here is where the host defmes the

privileges that give a guest access to particular portions of the object and related information.

This step also defmes whether and to what extent a guest may read and modify an object and

other associated information owned by the host.

Once the object is set up and the guest privileges and other criteria are established, the

system is ready for use by a guest. In the next step 806, a transfer request for data from the

database is sent by a guest user to the information retention system. In step 808, the retention

system reads the guest ID that is sent with the request. In step 810, the data retention system

looks up the guest ID to determine whether the guest has been identified by the host to access the

object. First, the system searches the cache memory to determine whether or not the guest ED

has been stored there in step 812. An ID would be stored in the cache, for example, in the event

that a guest has previously and frequently sent requests for this object. Storing the ID in the

cache streamlines the process. If the ID is in the cache, then the process proceeds to step 814 to

look up the access criteria, which defines the extent to which a guest can access an object and

other associated information and modify. If the ID is not in the cache, step 812 proceeds to step

8 16 to search the database for a guest ID. Then there is a query in step 81 8 by the server to
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search for the ID in the database. Ifthe ID is not in the database, then a fault message is sent in

820 to the user making the request, ending the process. Ifthe ID is in the database, then the

process proceeds to the lookup access criteria step 814.

The access criteria may be searched in the retention system similar to the manner that the

5 ID is investigated. First, the cache is searched in step 822. Ifthe criteria is found, the process

proceeds to step 824 to retrieve the data requested by the guest user. If, however, the criteria is

not found in the cache, the database is searched in step 826. If the criteria is not found in the

database in step 828, then, again, a fault message is sent to the requester m step 830. If the

criteria is found in the database, then the process proceeds to step 824 to retrieve the data

^QlO requested according to the guest user's access criteria. Then, the data is searched in a similar

P manner. In step 832, the data is searched for in the cache. If the data is found, then the data is

m sent to the guest user in step 834 according to the access criteria defined by the host. If the data

r is not found, then the database is searched in step 836 for the requested data. Ifthe data is not

II found in the database at step 838, then a message is sent to the requester indicating that the data

W 15 was not found. If it is found, then the data is sent to the requester, the guest user, according to

'9 the access criteria established in the database. Once a request is completed, then the guest user

can send another request back at step 806.

In another embodiment, the invention functions in substantially the same manner as

described and as illustrated in Figure 8, but order in which the user ID, the privilege criteria and

20 the object data is searched for is slightly different. In this second embodiment, the data is

fetched before the criteria is retrieved. In essence, the procedure ofFigure 8 is modified where

step 822 and its loop is switched with step 832 and its loop. Therefore, the data in the cache as

in step 832 is checked and verified, and then the criteria in the cache as in step 822 is checked
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and applied to the data. The filtering procedure is then performed to give the guest user access

according to the predetermined privileges and a limited privilege is established, including access

to the data strictly according to the preset privileges.

The procedures described in connection with Figure 8 are performed by executing

software code that is made up of electronic or digital forms of data. The code is executable by a

CPU performing the device's functions to accomplish the creation of an object and other

associated information in accordance with the invention. The creation ofthe code and the

routines developed to enable the CPU to perform the tasks are done using methods well known

to those skilled in the art.

Figure 9 illustrates the a preferred structure of such instructions as embodied in a

computer program. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that Figure 9 illustrates preferred

structures of the computer program code elements that function according to this invention.

Preferably, the invention is practiced in its preferred embodiment by a machine component that

renders the computer program code elements in a form that instructs a digital processing

apparatus (i.e., a computer) to perform a sequence of functional steps corresponding to those

shown in the Figures. The machine component is shown diagramatically in Figure 9 as a

combination ofprogram code elements in computer readable form that are embodied in a

computer-usable data medium 602 such as a computer diskette 600. As mentioned above,

however, such media may also be found in semiconductor devices, on magnetic tape and on

optical disks.

Each of the code elements 604-612 may be program means for directing a digital

processing apparatus to faciUtate some portion ofthe method by which this invention is
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practiced. Even when no single code element 604-612 includes the complete method, two or

more of the code elements together may comprise all ofthe program means necessary to

facilitate the practice ofthe invention.

The invention is intended as and information retention system for use by multiple users of

the network system. The system allows multiple access to a particular document estabUshed by a

host user, but allows a host user to control the access ofthe document by guest users according

to specific privileges. These privileges can mclude the abihty to read information contained in

an object and to possibly redact sections so that a guest user cannot read all of the data contained

therein. The privileges can further allow a guest user to modify an object and other associated

information by adding or deleting information, again, according to the privileges estabUshed by

the host. Although this embodiment is described and illustrated in the context of a product

development business relationship, the scope ofthe invention extends to other applications

where convenient and efficient document access is required. The use of documents such as bills

ofmaterial (BOMs), change orders, purchase orders and other business documents could be

streamlined and even obviated using such a system. Furthermore, while the foregoing

description has been with reference to particular embodiments of the invention, it will be

appreciated that these are only illustrative ofthe invention and the changes may be made to those

embodiments without departing from the principles of invention, the scope ofwhich is defined

by the appended claims.
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Claims

1 1 . A system for providing controlled access to an object and other associated information a

2 fileby a plurality ofusers comprising:

3 a database for storing an object and associated information, the object comprising

4 distinguishable groups of data, each group of data having associated access criteria for access to

5 the groups of data;

6 a central processing unit (CPU) for controlling the access to the database;

7 a memory for storing software code for controlling the operation of the CPU; and

8 access appUcation code stored in the memory and executable by the CPU, the application

9 code being responsive to the access criteria associated with the groups of data contained within

10 an object and to predetermined privileges for allowing controlled access to individual groups of

1 1 data contained within the object by an individual user according to the user's privileges.

1 2. A system according to Claim 1 , wherein access includes the ability of a user to

2 read the contents of the requested object.

Ci 1 3. A system according to Claim 2, wherein access inchides the ability to modify the

^0 2 contents of the requested object,

:|3 I 4 A system according to Claim 3, wherein the ability to modify includes the ability

Sn 2 to delete information contained in the requested object.

1 5. A system according to Claim 3, wherein the abiUty to modify inchides the ability

I
2 to add data to the requested object,

f3

;|| 1 6. A system according to Claim 1 wherein the access is determined by a business

lU 2 relationship to produce products and defined by the host according to the need of information in

M 3 the product chain.

1 7. A method ofcontrolling access to objects stored in electronic form, comprising:

2 storing an object, the object comprising distmguishable groups of data, each group of

3 data having associated access criteria for access to the groups of data;

4 controlling the access to the database using a central processing unit(CPU)

5 according to access criteria;

6 storing software code for controlling the operation of the CPU in memory; and

7 allowing controlled access to individual groups of data contained within the object by an

8 individual user according to the user's privileges in response to the access criteria associated

9 with the groups of data contained within an obj ect and to predetermined privileges,

1 8. A method according to Claim 7 further comprising:

2 receiving an obj ect request by a requestor;

3 verifying the requestor's user privilege access criteria; and

4 transmitting information according to the requestor's user privilege access criteria.
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1 9. A method according to Claim 7, wherein estabUshing an object includes loading

2 information into the object into separate groups having separate access privilege criteria.

1 1 0. A method according to Claim 7, wherein estabUshing privilege access criteria

2 includes identifying the separate groups of information to which the user may access,

1 1 1 . A method according to Claim 7, wherein verifying the requestor's user privilege

2 access criteria includes extracting the requestor's user identification from the object request,

3 verifying the requestor's user identification and identifying the groups of data to which the

4 requestor has access.

1 12. A method according to Claim 7, wherein transmitting a redacted object includes

2 sending an electronic object to the requestor that contains the groups of information to which the

3 requestor has access to and that excludes groups of information to which the requestor does not

4 have access.

1 13. A computer program product for use with a computer system, a central processing

2 unit and means coupled to the central processing unit for storing a database to automatically

Q 3 manage objects for viewing and marking an object having varying formats without the use of any

^ 4 originating application of a file to view the object, comprising:

;;E 5 computer readable code means for estabUshing an object in a storage location;

H 6 computer readable code means for identifying a user to have access to the object;

7 computer readable code means for estabUshing privilege access criteria that define the

I i 8 scope of access of the obj ect for the user;

JI^ 9 computer readable code means for receiving an object request by a requestor;

r 10 computer readable code means for verifymg the requestor's user privilege access criteria;

pll and

iyl2 computer readable code means for transmitting a redacted document accordmg to the

till 3 requestor' s user privilege access criteria.

1 14. A computer program device, comprising:

2 a computer program storage device readable by a digital processing apparatus;

3 a program stored on the program storage device and including instructions executable by

4 the digital processing apparatus for controlling the apparatus to perform a method ofmanaging

5 documents for viewing and marking an object having varying formats without the use of any

6 originating appUcation of a file to view the object stored in the file, comprising:

7 establishing an obj ect in a storage location;

8 identifying a user to have access to the object;

9 estabUshing privilege access criteria that define the scope of access ofthe object for the

10 user;

11

12 receiving a obj ect request by a requestor;

13 verifying the requestor's user privilege access criteria; and

14 transmitting a redacted object according to the requestor's user privilege access criteria.
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1 15. In a computer server having a data base for storing data pertaining to product

2 information, a method of securely transferring data between a source and an access destination

3 comprising:

4 establishing an object in a storage location;

5 identifying a user to have access to the object;

6 estabhshing privilege access criteria that define the scope of access ofthe object for the

7 user;

8 receiving a obj ect request by a requestor;

9 verifying the requestor's user privilege access criteria; and

10 transmitting a redacted object according to the requestor's user privilege access criteria.
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Abstract:

A method and device such as a database for storing and providing controlled access to

objects and associated documents by multiple users according to predetermined privileges set by

the owner, or host, ofthe stored information. Individual users, or guests, can be given access to

the objects, its attributes and associated documents as determined by the host ofthe information.

The host ofthe information can set up access privileges based on any type ofrelationship. This

is particularly useful in complex business relationships between a host and a plurality of users,

both ofwhich may be sensitive about their trade secrets and other confidential information.
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